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It can be really fun when playing with friends, but really it is only good for local mulitplayer.. Totally not skillbased. Knight
Squad is a party game. It can be played online and it is very fun that way, too, but it's just unstoppable with friends in the same
room. There are a ridiculous number of game variances and each of them are totally excellent in their own way. This game can
be hard to stop playing. Also definitely worth mentioning: I had an issue with my controller support (wound up being a virtual
joystick program I didn't know I had installed). #ChainsawsomeGames was entirely, completely, 100% supportive in helping me
troubleshoot my issue. One of the best customer support exchanges of my life (and I'm 38 in September). If you're looking for
casual, hilarious PvP fun that could easily be taken as seriously as CS:GO or Starcraft if you really wanted, this game is
absolutely worth your 15 USD. And that's even considering it's early access. I could go on and on. Are you old enough to
remember having lots of fun playing against friends on Atari 2600? That old-school goodness is alive and well in Knight Squad.
Four stars.. Very fun game, it has loads of fun and challenging game modes. personal favourite is last man standing. highly
recommended. has great multiplayer and I enjoy that it has full controller support.. Bought this game yesterday because I was
having some friends over. We planned on playing a bunch of games but ended up playing just this for most of the day. It's very
fun! We played a variety of game modes in the afternoon and mostly just played Last Man Standing in the evening, as we
perceived that one to be the most fun. We only didn't like the football one. Some criticism though: We were playing with 4
people and filled the remaining 4 slots with bots. Bot difficulty was a bit iffy. On higher difficulties bots have excellent timing
with their sword swings, making them practically impossible to beat in toe-to-toe melee combat. However, even on Extreme
difficulty the AI is still dumb as bricks, so if given enough freedom you can easily outsmart them. This makes the optimal
difficulty vary a lot between game modes. For example, modes like Arms Race which just focus on killing as fast as possible
were best played on regular difficulty, while on Last Man Standing even on Extreme difficulty the bots struggled to keep up
with the players.. Love this, 1 on keyboard and 2 controllers mean a shed load of fun. Bomberman vibe definitely.. I found this
game by going to a friends house and playing it on their Xbox and I loved it. I went home and saw it on steam and thought about
it for a couple of weeks, bought it and the DLC with the intent of playing it with a bunch of my friends and found out it dosent
support Steam controllers. I then went and found a steam controller configuration that made it so i could play the game, but the
game its self dosent support analog sticks making it so i can only attack/shoot/move in 8 direction while the AI has full mobility
and an unfair advantage due to the fact that the player has 8 set directions and the AI isnt limited like the player is. Untill this
problem is fixed its going to be a bad review.. This is an excellent local multiplayer game. It also has an online mode but that is
pretty much a ghost town. Developers seemed to have fixed the issues with the xbox one controller bugs so I'm finally happy
with this game. Not a whole lot too say about it other than watch the video its pretty simple fast action paced gameplay.. Simple
controls for anyone to enjoy, great lan game. Soundtrack and announcer voices are great.

PAX Collector Contest! : Hey folks! I already posted this in the forums but I thought I'd make it more official for the couple
last days! We are holding a contest for PAX East that was going on this weekend.. Update #3 - Leaderboard, New maps, New
Mode! : Update #3 is right here right now! We added a lot of stuff in this one for you guys. Keep in mind that a lot more is to
come too. Here's the detailed list of what's in the update : New Features New team game mode : Domination! Added new maps
for most of the already available modes. Introduced the cave environment! The cave has no environment perks for the moment,
but we will introduce them in a future update. Added a leaderboard for the Dark Knights challenge! Be the best contestant!
Added doors in some Capture the flag maps. This is a test, we'll see what we do with those from here. Tweaks and Fixes Total
revamping of the in-game UI. Fixed the issue with the challenge when pushing A very fast to restart it. Tweaked the drill's
collision to be more accurate to the visual. Tweaked the Gladiator bots a bit.. Update #9 - Global power ups, the ripper and new
juggernaut maps : Hey everyone! It's that time of the month again! We have added a couple things to the game and it's online
for you guys' enjoyment! We added a new power up type and we would love to have your feedback on those as they might
change the game a lot.. Come to Discord! : Hello veteran Knight Squad players, hello new players! Our game is a little over 3
years old and that comes with a lower player count in low periods. To organize game nights and find other Knight Squad players,
we're inviting you to join our Chainsawesome Games Discord [www.discord.gg] That is the place to be if you want to find
online friends to play Knight Squad with.. Knight Squad - Update #1 : New build is available right now! The last week has been
rather hectic as we have been showing Knight Squad at E3 in the Microsoft booth, but we still managed to get some things in for
the update.. Mini Update #15 - Fixes, fixes, fixes! : Hey folks! We're back from GDC/PAX and we just wanted to get a build
up with a couple fixes that were bugging us (and most probably you as well)! Here's the short list of fixes that were done coming
back : Fixes. Update #13 - Mega update de la muerte! : Hello folks! We've been working for a while in the cave on multiple new
stuff for you all! We really wanted to get this out the door before the weekend so here it is! Here's a list of what's new in the
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build : Features. Update #8 - New Juggernaut game mode! : It's that time of the month again! A new update is available for all
of you! :D Here's a quick breakdown of the added content for this week : Features. Update #11 - Tweaks : Hey folks! It's time
for a little update today! Much of our efforts in the latest weeks have been on online multiplayer but we still went ahead and did
a bunch of tweaks we think will make the game better! Here's a small breakdown : Tweaks
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